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Dear Giacomo Traversa and coauthors

we now received two reviews for your manuscript. They are very consistent and coherent in the sense that they do not see major issues with the methodological approach, but with the way you introduce the material, structure the manuscript and present the results. Given the criticism, we cannot accept your manuscript at this stage for publication in the present form, but want to encourage you to provide a revised version after major revisions.

Both reviewers provide very constructive, detailed and helpful comments how to improve the writing of your manuscript and how to present the results more concise for an easy and effective understanding. I ask you to perform the revision along those suggestions or provide a suitable reason if you did not implement one of them. Your reply should contain a detailed point-by-point account on how you addressed each item, including comments made in the annotated pdf by one of the reviewers. This should be uploaded together with the revised version and a version which indicates the changes (track changes).

I’m looking forward to receive your revision.

Best Regards,

Olaf Eisen

Editor TC